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UBC Surf Club Sustainability Night

SLC Co-Chair Maddy Schulte
takes UBC beyond its lines

Building Stoke Around Local Solutions to Climate Change
arch 6*5:30-8:00

r-ffl

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
////
UBC SURF CLUB SUSTAINABILITY NIGHT
5:30 TO 8 P.M.® 2260 MAIN MALL
A screening of The Smog of the Sea followed by an evening
of community and sustainability!
$5 ONLINE

RAG
101
THURSDAY, MARCH 7
////
AMS EVENTS PRESENTS: DRAG 101
8:30 P.M.® THE PIT
Drag 101 is here, gueer and ready to get weird.
$5ATTHEDOOR + TIPS

TEDXUBC
x = independently organized TED event

"It's inspiring to me that so many students care that much about how the campus is doing.'

ELIZABETH WANG

Life Sciences Centre | March 9, 2019

Anupriya Dasgupta
Senior Staff Writer

dance party in a Chan Centre
dressing room to battle her nerves.
The theme of this year's
conference was 'Beyond Your
Lines,' and it held great importance
for Schulte. "It is motivation to
push people to try new things that
maybe they're uncomfortable with
as far as leadership goes, but see
the potential for growth that can
come from that. Whether that's
trying something new, talking to
someone new or reaching your
hand up in class. That's what
'Beyond Your Lines' means to me,"
said Schulte.
"Speaking in front of that
many people was definitely going
beyond my lines for me. I think
it's different for everyone. I think
it can apply to a lot of different
aspects of student life."
Organizing the conference
didn't come without its
complications. In a team of 20some students, it was challenging
to bring that many people with
diverse ideas to work on a singular
theme. The main issue concerned
members becoming set on specific
ideas and not wanting to change
— an obstacle that Schulte faced
herself but overcame through
honest and clear communication.
"Teamwork has been
overarching. It's about looking at
what the team wants versus what
the individual wants."
One of Schulte's biggest
learning outcomes was "asking
for help." She shared how she is
not someone to reach out for help
when needed, but learnt that,
"when you're in a team there are
benefits of actually communicating
when you're struggling and there's
people around you who want to
support you."
She did not realize this
before, and juggling numerous
responsibilities had taken a toll on

her. "I'm grateful for the SLC to
push me to be more communicative
about where I'm at with what I'm
working on."
"I've met some ofthe most
incredible people from the
experience," she said looking back.
The statement is reflective of her
future goal of working in large-scale
event-planning after graduation.
"It has provided me with a lot of
opportunities and set a path for
what I want to do in the future."
She has found friends and
mentors in the people she has
encountered through her four
years with the SLC and it has
offered her the chance to develop
professionally, allowing her to
figure out what she wants to do
after she graduates. "It has taught
me how I can use the skills that
I've learnt through the SLC,
through my degree and through
other involvements to make an
impact on students."
Around 1,200 students
participate every year to become
involved in making the lives
of other students better and to
improve their own leadership
skills. "It's inspiring to me that
so many students care that much
about how the campus is doing,"
said Schulte.
"I would hope that
professionally it offers some sort
of direction to students, how they
want to use the skills they have in
their futures." Schulte would love
to come back in the future after
graduating to see what is important
to students and what has changed in
the student leadership environment
— and see to what new heights the
SLC will have been taken.
"I hope people meet new
people at the event too — meeting
people in different faculties and
using each other as tools to make
things happen." 'Q

SATURDAY, MARCH 9
////
TEDxUBC2019
8 A.M. TO 3 P.M. ©LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
Join us as the most fascinating ideas take centre-stage.
$15-40 ONLINE
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"It has been a huge part of
my experience at UBC," said
Maddy Schulte, co-chair of
this year's Student Leadership
Conference (SLC), looking back
at the work she has done with the
conference over the course of her
undergraduate degree.
Schulte, who is currently a
fourth-year marketing student,
became involved with the SLC in
her first year. It has now become
a constant in her university career
— and a driving force in the lives of
thousands of students.
Encouraged by her peers,
Schulte applied to be an active
promotions leader in her first year,
not knowing what conferences
were and what her role would
be, but after being a part ofthe
committee and witnessing students
make strong connections with
each other, Schulte was inspired
to continue working with the SLC.
"People were getting a lot out of it
and so I wanted to continue to be a
part ofthe conference."
Although Schulte's previous
organizational involvement had
given her access to varied and
significant experiences, it was
being a participant herself in the
conference that pushed her to apply
to become co-chair. "After attending
the conference in my third year,
I got really excited about seeing
myself in the planning committee
and seeing what opportunities there
were for getting involved in the
following year..."
Even though she has been
doing this for years, the conference
this year was special for Schulte.
"Speaking in front of a large crowd
made me nervous, it was quite a
large audience," she said, noting
that she and a colleague had a
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS / /

UBC backs
out of
Allard Prize,
declines to
say why

After almost a year in Saudi Arabian
prison for her activism, UBC alumna
is nominated for Nobel Peace Prize
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It's unclear what will happen to this year's
prize.
Sarah Zhao
Senior Staff Writer

UBC has quietly withdrawn from
its involvement with the Allard
Prize for International Integrity
without explanation.
The Allard Prize is awarded
every other year to an individual,
movement or organization
dedicated to the fight against
corruption and the protection of
human rights. At $100,000, it's
one ofthe world's largest prizes
for honouring advocates for
transparency, accountability and
the rule of law.
Earlier this month on the
Allard Prize website, UBC
announced that it will be working
with the Prize foundation to
support a transition ofthe Prize
by June 21, 2019.
The nomination period for this
year's prize closed in January.
The prize is administered
through the Peter A. Allard
School of Law at UBC. Three
Allard professors on the prize's
selection committee, including
Executive Director Nicole
Barrett, declined to speak to
The Ubyssey about why UBC
withdrew from its involvement.
UBC Senior Director of Media
Relations Kurt Heinrich told The
Ubyssey that UBC "believes the
Prize will be better served if it is
independent ofthe university."
In 2017, the prize was
won by Khadija Ismayilova,
an Azerbaijaini investigative
journalist who was given a sevenand-a-half-year prison sentence
in 2015 on trumped-up charges
in retaliation for her damning
reporting on corruption within
the Azerbaijani government.
She was released in 2016 on
probation after international
outcry and in 2017 was involved
in the Azerbaijan Laundromat
investigation, exposing a slush
fund used by government officials
for bribery and personal benefit.
It's unclear what the next steps
are for the Prize foundation and
whether they'll be able to award
the Allard Prize this year.

Kevin Jiang
Contributor

Loujain Al-Hathloul, a prominent
women's rights activist and UBC
alumna, has been nominated for
the Nobel Peace Prize amidst her
almost year-long incarceration in
Saudi Arabia.
After graduating in 2014 with
a degree in French, Al-Hathloul
has been vocal in pushing for
gender equality in Saudi Arabia
— particularly against male
wardenship laws and for women's
right to drive.
According to Amnesty
International, Al-Hathloul is now
imprisoned in Dhaban Central
Prison after she was arrested
last May on unclear charges.
Her family said she has reported
experiencing torture and sexual
harassment while in detention.
"I knew she was gutsy, but
I truly underestimated her
determination," Dr. Sima Godfrey,
an associate professor of French
studies who previously taught AlHathloul, wrote in a statement to
The Ubyssey.
Al-Hathloul's story has
attracted attention and support
from the nation's top politicians.
NDP Critic for Foreign Affairs Dr.
Helene Laverdiere has formally
nominated Al-Hathloul for the
Nobel Peace Prize.
"Her situation is terrible," she
said.
"She stood up for human
rights and she still stands up for
human rights. We need to stand
up with her, and through her,
recognize the courage of so many
women that are fighting for their
rights and their dignity in Saudi
Arabia."
WAKE-UP CALL

This is not the first time AlHathloul has been detained
for her activism. In 2014, she
garnered attention worldwide
following a viral livestream of
her driving from the United Arab
Emirates to Saudi Arabia in 2014,
when it was illegal for women to
drive in the country.
Al-Hathloul was then detained
for over 10 weeks and was
continuously intimidated by
Saudi Arabian security officers
for years after, according to her
sister Alia Al-Hathloul.
The ban on female driving was
reversed in June 2018 — a month
after Al-Hathloul and several
other prominent women's rights
activists were arrested.
They were branded by proSaudi government media as
"traitors or foreign agents." But
according to Jackie Hansen, a
women's rights advocate for
Amnesty International, no formal
charges have been laid.
Urooba Jamal, a friend of AlHathloul, criticizing the Saudi
government for their hypocrisy
in lifting the driving ban while
simultaneously incarcerating

NINAMANANDHAR/FACEBOOK

"I will win. Not immediately, but definitely

the women who fought for its
removal, calling it a "facade."
Laverdiere agrees.
"If the Crown Prince thinks that
by doing this very small gesture,
we'll forget all the abuses that are
happening in Saudi Arabia ... then
he is mistaken," she said. "It's like
burning down a house and giving
[the victim] a toothbrush."
In January 2019, her sister
wrote in the New York Times that
she has been tortured and sexually
harassed during her detention.
"[Al-Hathloul was] held in
solitary confinement, beaten,
waterboarded, given electric
shocks, sexually harassed and
threatened with rape and murder
... Her thighs were blackened by
bruises," she wrote.
Alia also wrote that AlHathloul was forced to eat after
sunrise during Ramadan, the
Muslim month of fasting.
According to Hansen, Amnesty
International has received a
number of credible allegations of
physical abuse, sexual assault and
threats over the past months.
Laverdiere and Al-Hathloul's
friends hope the nomination
serves as a wake-up call for Saudi
authorities.
"A recipient ofthe Nobel
Peace Prize being imprisoned and
tortured for the very reason that
she has received the Nobel Peace
Prize would be very poignant,"
said Atiya Jaffar, another friend of
Al-Hathloul.
"There could be a lot of
potential to actually improve
the situation and to advance
this campaign to bring justice to
Loujain."

CLOSE TO HOME

Despite her detention in Saudi
Arabia, the fight for Al-Hathloul's
release is close to home.
"As her alma mater, I think
UBC faculty and leadership and
students have an incredible role
that they can play in advocating
for the rights of one of their own,"
Hansen said.
Shortly after her arrest and
the university's initial decline
to comment, a large number of
faculty members signed an open
letter calling on UBC President
Santa Ono to demand for her
release. The AMS also issued a
statement in support of her.
Ono subsequently announced
that he has written to Minister of
Foreign Affairs Chrystia Freeland
urging action to free Al-Hathloul.
Friends of Al-Hathloul have
organized numerous rallies for her
and other women's rights activists
still detained in Saudi Arabia.
But the fight has been slowed
by further diplomatic fallout.
In early August 2018, Saudi
Arabia recalled thousands of
its students from Canadian
universities — amongst other
retaliations — after Canada called
for the release of activists. The
withdrawal was later slightly
relaxed to allow undergraduate
students in the final year of their
degrees, graduate students and
medical trainees to finish their
studies in Canada.
In a February statement to
The Ubyssey, UBC Associate
VP Government Relations and
Community Engagement Adriaan
de Jager reiterated that UBC staff

and leadership — alongside Ono
— have also expressed concerns
to federal officials regarding AlHathloul's detention.
"We believe UBC must be
particularly mindful around
how its external relations action
could impact the safety of Ms. AlHathloul," de Jager wrote.
Now, Jaffar is calling for UBC
to award Al-Hathloul an honorary
doctorate.
"She's done more to advance
human rights and women's rights
than a lot of other recipients of
the honorary doctorate at UBC,"
she said. "... I would love for UBC
to raise its voice as an advocate
for the right side of history."
De Jager encouraged those
interested in nominating AlHathloul for this honour to follow
the established process, overseen by
the UBC Senate Awards Committee.
"We intend to continue to
honour the work of our alumna
and advocate on her behalf to
federal officials," wrote de Jager.
Global Affairs Canada and the
Saudi Arabian Embassy in Ottawa
have not responded to repeated
requests for comment.
Hansen urged Canadians to
keep the issue in the media and to
call the Saudi Embassy in Ottawa.
"It may not always seem like
[Saudi officials are] hearing the
pressure," she said. "But they're
hearing the pressure."
One year ago, Al-Hathloul
posted her last update to
Facebook. A new cover photo, the
image being seven words against
a background of flowers.
"I will win. Not immediately,
but definitely." 'JJ
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UBCFA slams proposed changes to discrimination and harassment policy
Kevin Jiang
Contributor

The UBC Faculty Association
(UBCFA) has raised concerns
about proposed amendments
to the university's policy on
discrimination and harassment
(Policy 3).
First implemented in 1995,
Policy 3 outlines UBC's process
for responding to allegations of
discrimination. After years of
incremental updates, it is going
through a big review to bring
practices up to date.
Significant proposed
amendments include removing
the term "harassment" from
most of the policy, eliminating
the one-year deadline to submit
complaints, clarifying the
Director of Investigations's
jurisdiction and administrative
heads' roles as well as "updating
the privacy and confidentiality
language to create consistency
with other policies."
In a February 7 open letter, the
UBCFA argued procedures and
roles would remain "opaque" under
the proposal.
"We are concerned that,
if implemented as written,
the University will create a
system where information and
Complainants fall through the
cracks and Respondents are
subjected to unfair and unnecessary
exposure of sensitive and private
information," the letter reads.
CONFIDENTIALITY AND
PRIVACY
One proposed amendment would
allow the UBC Counsel to disclose
personal information of involved
parties to "correct misleading

or inaccurate information
if necessary to protect the
integrity ofthe process or UBC's
investigatory processes."
UBCFA questioned the motives
behind this proposal.
"[The amendment] appears
to serve only to protect the
University's reputation against
public claims," they wrote.
In recent years, UBC's public
handling of sexual misconduct
allegations has raised criticisms —
particularly in the case regarding
former creative writing program
Chair Steven Galloway.
UBC fired Galloway in 2016
for an "irreparable breach of
trust" amidst allegations of sexual
misconduct after an affair with a
student.
Citing privacy law, the
university did not provide details
about his termination, which
resulted in public backlash,
including an open letter signed by
over 80 prominent authors calling
for his right to due process.
While Galloway later admitted
to a consensual affair with the
student, the student accused
him of sexual assault which took
place during the relationship. An
independent investigator couldn't
substantiate the allegation on
a balance of probabilities, but
did acknowledge that there was
an imbalance of power in the
relationship.
In summer 2018, an arbitration
process awarded Galloway
$167,000 in damages from UBC
for a privacy breach.
UBCFA recommended the
Committee remove any reference
to UBC or the Counsel having
the power to disclose personal
information, "except as permitted
by law."

LACK OF CLARITY IN
INVESTIGATIONS PROCESS
UBCFA argues the amended
investigative process is confusing
for complainants and respondents
alike.
The association partly attributed
this to the proposed split in the
responsibility of addressing and
resolving complaints to two separate
offices: the Equity & Inclusion Office
and the Independent Investigations
Office. UBCFA argued the offices'
respective authorities are poorly
defined.
It also raised concerns about
the level of transparency in
the Director of Investigations's
decision-making process.
According to the draft, the
director will have sole discretion
over whether a complaint is
investigated internally, sent to an
external investigator or managed
through an alternate process, with
no need to disclose their reasoning.
"As the decision of how to
address a complaint has significant
impact on the participants, the
Association maintains that the
rationale ... be clearly articulated to
all parties," the letter read.
REMOVAL OF THE WORD
"HARASSMENT"
UBC also wants to remove the
word "harassment" from the policy.
According to the information
package given to the Board,
"[Policy 3] is only intended to
address discrimination on grounds
protected by the [BC Human
Rights Code]." As some forms
of harassment don't include
discrimination, the university is
concerned that including the term
could cause confusion.

=ILEALEXNGUYEK

The UBCFA argued procedures and roles would remain "opaque" under the proposal.

UBCFA disagrees, noting that
the change could mislead victims of
discrimination-based harassment
into not reporting their abuse.
Instead, the association asks
that the university distinguish
between discrimination-based and
non-discriminatory harassment.
REMOVAL OF THE ONE-YEAR
TIMELINE
The committee recommends the
removal ofthe one-year timeline
for submitting complaints to
protect complainants who fear
retaliation by respondents.
While UBCFA supported the
rationale, they argue this could
result in unreliable testimony.
They also wrote that policies
and expected standards of conduct
change over time, so judging
past behaviour based on current
contexts is "potentially prejudicial
in an employment setting."

Instead, UBCFA recommended
UBC provide tools and support
to victims of harassment and
discrimination, so they can "raise
their concerns in a reasonable
timeline."
The association ended the letter
by maintaining its right to challenge
the policy's implementation
through the grievance and
arbitration process, if necessary.
Paul Hancock, UBC's privacy
counsel and chair ofthe policy
review committee for Policy 3,
declined to comment because
the committee is still reviewing
submissions. But he said their
response will be released in their
presentation to the Board of
Governors in March.
"[The policy review committee
is] preparing responses to each of
these comments, and considering
whether to make further changes
to the policy," Hancock wrote in a
statement to The Ubyssey. tJ

UNIVERSITY ACT//

AMS extends election period to avoid violating BC law

"In my opinion, I can only see benefits [for constituents]."
Henry Anderson
Senior Staff Writer

This year's student election
period has been lengthened
after it was revealed that Senate
and Board of Governors (BoG)
elections have been violating
provincial law for several years.
In early February, UBC's
Elections Officer, Stephanie
Oldford, received a tip from a

= ILESTEPHANIEXL

student senator that the election
schedule for student senators and
governors violated the University
Act, the law governing how BC
universities are operated and
governed.
The act specifies candidates
must hand in their nomination
papers "at least 4 weeks before
the date ofthe election."
But this year, student senator
and BoG elections were open

until February 15, leaving only
three weeks before the voting
period was scheduled to end.
AMS elections have operated
on this timeline for several years
without knowing they were
violating the bylaw.
On February 13, shortly after
Oldford received the tip, the AMS
extended the elections period an
extra week to comply with the
law.
The voting period was
originally slated for March 4 to
March 8 but will now run from
March 11 to March 15.
The act's elections standards
do not apply to the election of
AMS executives because the AMS
operates independently from the
university, but they do regulate
the election of students-at-large
in the UBC Senate and Board of
Governors.
The AMS elections committee
opted to push the voting period
for all its races back a week to
accommodate the Senate and
Board elections and avoid holding
two separate voting periods.
On February 19, AMS Council
was forced to hold an emergency
meeting to change the election
schedule.
"I'm compelled to follow the
AMS electoral code of procedure

and I'm compelled to follow
the University Act," said Halla
Bertrand, the AMS's Elections
Administrator.
The violation was first
discovered by student BoG and
Senate member Jakob Gattinger,
who immediately notified
Oldford.
"The registrar [ofthe Senate
and Board] delegates the election
to the AMS with the idea basically
that we'll get higher turnout,
which is true," explained Jakob
Gattinger, "but it hasn't been
done properly, is the problem."
SO WHAT?
It may seem like a minor
infringement requiring an easy
solution. But Bertrand noted
that the voting period delay will
have negative consequences
for candidates who have to
continue to campaign while
juggling academics and other
commitments.
"There's some concern from
candidates about the pressure
that a longer campaign period
will have on their academic lives
and how they're able to run a
solid campaign for an extended
period of time," said Bertrand.
However, she believes the

longer campaign period will
be better for voter turnout and
engagement.
"In my opinion, I can only see
benefits [for constituents]," said
Bertrand, "It only gives voters
more time to get to know the
campaigns of their candidates
... [and] consider what all the
candidates bring to the table."
"I would say from my
experience doing the elections
through webvote, that definitely
having a longer period [causes]
a higher turnout," said Oldford,
who runs all elections for the
Senate, Board of Governors and
other elected positions at UBC.
Bertrand and the AMS
elections committee will use the
extra week to plan social events
that will provide a more intimate
setting for students to get to know
their prospective representatives.
"It's important to us to provide
opportunities for candidates
to speak with constituents in a
relaxed way," said Bertrand.
So far, the elections committee
has tentatively planned five
events, including "Coffee with
Commuters," where candidates
will offer coffee to passing
students to spur conversation,
and a gathering in the Hatch Art
Gallery, tl
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IDENTITY AS AN EXPERIENCE / /

Black UBC Students on Black History Month:
Distinct identities, shared experiences
Danielle Olusanya, Sydney Henry,
Gavin Gordon, Will Shelling, Miselta
Ihekwoaba, Mikaela Joy, Haydn Reid,
Chimedum Ohaegbu and Ozioma
Nwabuikwu
Staff Writers and Contributors

There is this quote by the famous
philosopher and historian Georg
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel stating
that "Africa is a place without
history." This narrative stuck and
in many ways, this narrative is still
present at UBC. In our classes,
in what we view as the norm,
blackness has often failed to make
the cut. Black History Month is
a resistance of this narrative that
seeks to erase us, categorize us or
even worse, mimic us.
When we celebrate Black
History Month once a year, we
aren't denying the importance of
other histories, but we are speaking
to the fact that we were a part of
them. Just like yours, our ancestors
have lived and loved and mourned
and died. Black History Month is
political because we are living in a
time when we are having to fight for
our lives to matter.
Even here at UBC, there are
places and people that are waiting
for us to disappear, but moments
like these are a reminder that we
aren't going anywhere.
DANNI OLUSANYA
THIRD-YEAR HISTORY MAJOR

The category of blackness is
something I am confronted with
every day. It's not something
that can be spray painted on or
photoshopped in. My blackness is
real and omnipresent.
There have been moments I have
struggled with this, wishing for one
day to feel what it would be like to
disappear and to not constantly take
up space — even in the places where
I am wanted.
And yet there is a powerful
history in my skin, a history
that fought and is still fighting
to be recognized as human and
intelligent. Though our presence
may be inherently and intrinsically
political, we are carrying the
torch of our ancestors, ready
and waiting to pass it on for
generations to come.
SYDNEY HENRY
SECOND-YEAR POLITICAL
SCIENCE MAJOR WITH A MINOR
IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

I am from Toronto and I am
of Trinidadian and Jamaican
heritage. Growing up in Canada,
Black history was always optional,
inaccessible and limited, while
white history was always
mandatory, sugar-coated and
the default. Still, every year,
questions arise against the divisive,
ostentatious, segregating display
that is Black History Month: "Why
do we need a whole month just for
Black people?"
To answer this question, one
must address the audacity of it.
The audacity of accepting white
history as world history. In my

own program European history
is required, but African history
is not. This hierarchical display
of relevance is why we need
Black History Month. Africa, the
continent that feeds all others,
is unimportant to a program
centred around the relationships
between countries. The irony,
disrespect and overall caucasity of
such a curriculum is why we need
Black History Month. The modus
operandi to measure "importance"
against a ruler of whiteness instead
of a ruler of relevance is why we
need Black History Month.
Truthfully, White history does
not exist, only history from which
Black people have been removed.
Likewise, Black history does not
exist, only history with a wider
scope of truth. In a perfect world,
there would be no Black History
Month. History would just be
holistically true. Factual, not
political.
Unfortunately, that is not our
reality — not yet. Until then, it is
important for Black people ofthe
Continent and the Diaspora to
see reflections of ourselves. It is
important that our ancestors are unerased from the histories of Canada,
ofthe United States, of South
America, ofthe Middle East and of
Europe. That, is why we need Black
History Month.
WILL SHELLING
FOURTH-YEAR POLITICAL
SCIENCE MAJOR WITH A MINOR
IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

When I walk into a room, be it a
club, a meeting with university
administration or even just a
coffee shop, I ask myself two
questions: am I black enough to
be different than everyone else in
this room? Am I light enough to
be accepted by everyone in this
room? Being mixed-race causes
you to ask these questions of
yourself. Other instances, I've found
myself counting how many people
share my skin tone in a room, and
unsurprisingly at UBC it's close
to zero every time. Being black at
UBC is occupying historically white
spaces and seeing what you can do
in that moment so that others who
look like you one day won't be in
the same situation as you. Going
to a club meeting, joining a dance
team, or even joining a fraternity;
these are the things that change a
culture, these are the things that
makes these spaces more accepting
of black bodies. It's a conception of
legacy that I live with so that one
day in these spaces at UBC, a mixedrace kid feels genuinely accepted.
MISELTA IHEKWOABA
THIRD-YEAR KINESIOLOGY
MAJOR WITH A MINOR IN
SPANISH

I remember sitting on my bed after
Imagine Day thinking I had just
made the worst mistake of my life.
It was nice meeting the people
in my faculty and having other
students scream in my face, but no
one really looked like me. It wasn't

just that — they also didn't care.
On two separate occasions, I've
contacted my professors regarding
their reckless and arbitrary
analyses of topics surrounding
racism. I just think it's funny that
people can have three degrees and
not know what a microaggression
is. Tuum Est or whatever.

importantly for me though, its a
really great way to bring people
together and to get a broad array of
perspectives.

GAVIN GORDON
THIRD-YEAR MARKETING AND
REAL ESTATE MAJOR

For me, being Black at UBC means
that I could count my Black
classmates and professors in Arts
on one hand but I measure us in
sound instead: am I, are we, talking
enough to offset all those absences?
And where is everybody, anyway?
What's "enough" and when does it
become "too much?" Can I count
as two people to better balance
things, since according to numerous
acquaintance accounts I'm me,
yeah, but I'm also Angry Black
Woman whenever I stride through
the Nest. Apparently my neutral
face isn't neutral at all?

I think Black History Month
is important, especially in
Vancouver, because the important
achievements of black people are
often ignored and overshadowed.
It allows non-black people to not
have to think about the things that
I, and other black men, have to face
every day.
MIKAELA JOY
SECOND-YEAR THEATRE
DESIGN & PRODUCTION AND
PSYCHOLOGY DOUBLE MAJOR

When I left my home country, a
place where half the population is
Black, my Blackness felt heavier.
Sometimes I see another Black
person on campus and realize
they're the only other Black person
I've seen all day. I find myself
being 'the token Black' in groups
and conversations. I don't ever
mind answering questions, but
it's draining to feel responsible for
representing Blackness effectively.
It's challenging to try to explain
that there is no singular Black
experience, but a plethora of
experiences from a multitude of
intersectionalities. It's difficult to
try to set boundaries about language
I'm comfortable with and stand
up for myself without the risk of
contributing to the Angry Black
Woman' stereotype.
For me, Black History Month is a
time where Black people and allies
join together to learn and celebrate.
I relish it as a time to learn about
other Black experiences, learn
about Black histories left out of
textbooks, and take time to be proud
of this part of my identity. Black
History Month is a time where
the Black community pushes to be
heard, represented and respected.
It's a time where the weight of my
Blackness is shared and discussed
and revered.
HAYDN REID
THIRD-YEAR POLITICAL SCIENCE
MAJOR WITH A MINOR IN
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

I think Black History Month is
important because it gives an
opportunity for people to celebrate
how far the world has come in
terms of how black people are
viewed. It gives us an opportunity
to celebrate the victories that we
share as a race and to look forward
and identify ways in which to
continue our success. It's also a
really interesting time to connect
with your ancestry and learn
about people and events that you
weren't previously aware of. Most

CHIMEDUM OHAEGBU
THIRD-YEAR ENGLISH
LITERATURE AND CREATIVE
WRITING DOUBLE MAJOR
Danni Olusanya

OZIOMA NWABUIKWU
SECOND-YEAR PROSPECTIVE
ECONOMICS MAJOR

Before I came to UBC, I'd never
even thought of myself as black.
Black, to me, was a whole other
reality, a term reserved for the
West. I was Nigerian, I was Igbo,
I was a Nwabuikwu — those were
the first tangible things I thought
of as synonymous to my identity.
Coming to UBC in 2017 forced me to
confront the reality of my blackness.
But the black identity is so complex!
And the African identity even more
so. Since the world usually lumps us
all together, I thought I had to place
myself between the two but I ended
up feeling like an imposter trying
to appropriate a history that was
entirely different from mine.
It was this year that this
definition finally came together for
me. I realized that the experiences
of black people everywhere,
though very different, have many
similarities. We've experienced
prejudice of all kinds and have all
had to fight for our places in our
respective societies against many
terrible and undeserved obstacles. I
appreciate and recognize the efforts
of African Americans who fought,
not because I feel required to but of
the respect I have for their struggle.
After all, their cries were even
heard in Africa — the Civil Rights
Movement in America set off many
independence movements which
eventually led many countries like
mine to gain independence as well.
This is the true meaning of
Black History Month to me:
acknowledging the beauty, resilience
of all black people and appreciating
how our experiences have
intersected rather than diverted.

Sydney Henry

Will Shelling

Miselta Ihekwoaba

T??T

Gavin Gordon

Mikaela Joy

FINAL THOUGHTS

I would like to thank all ofthe
contributors to this piece. Writing
about survival is hard, but we hope
that sharing our experiences will
bring some light to the issues we
face, and create awareness about our
existence on this campus. M
'
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'Capital B' Black: The UBC Black Student Union
is making space for expansive identities
Riya Talitha
Senior Staff Writer

"In Vancouver as a whole, there
is no Black community," said
Alexandria Rodriques, a thirdyear theatre major and Spanish
minor who is also the VP Media
and Marketing ofthe UBC Black
Student Union (BSU).
She clarifies that there used
to be one: Hogan's Alley, which is
famous for its connection to Jimi
Hendrix, the fact it even existed in
the first place and — significantly
— its destruction in 1970 for the
construction ofthe Georgia Viaduct.
To say there's no Black
community as such can be
misleading — it's not that there
aren't Black people in Vancouver or
at UBC, it's that they don't have a
physical location to call their own.
Savannah Sutherland, who
is co-president ofthe newlyformed BSU and a third-year
anthropology major and African
studies minor, agrees that while
there are strong communities
of various African nations
throughout the city, the Black
community is not as "centralized."
The BSU's previous iteration
reflects this, as the organization
was formerly called the Caribbean
African Association (CAA). This
was a name that likely reflected
the demographics on campus at
the time.
Demographics are what also
kickstarted the founding member's
plans to found the BSU. They had
noticed that there was a growing
population of Black students at
UBC, a significant portion of whom
weren't Caribbean or African.
Of course, as UBC does not
record race data, their observations
could not be verified, no matter
their veracity.
However, the BSU founders
trusted the evidence of their
eyes and went ahead with plans
that involved talking to previous
execs ofthe CAA, as well as those
of the UBC African Awareness
Initiative and the Afro-Centrism
Conference to ensure that this
new organization wasn't stepping
on any toes. They researched,
discussed, debated and finally
started the process of becoming
an AMS club — one that quickly
fulfilled a need at UBC.
CAPITAL B
Rodriques grew up in South Asia
and didn't really have to think
about being 'Black' until she came
to university. It was here that
she had what co-president Gavin
Gordon describes as a "waking up
moment."
This trajectory of selfawareness is something that
the three friends shared, and
providing others with a safe space
to grapple "Black-ness" became
one ofthe BSU's main goals.
They are quick to emphasize
that anyone, whether Caribbean,
African, from a diaspora or
otherwise mixed-race is welcome
to BSU meetings and events — but
they are always centred on Black
students.

3AMANTHAMCCABE

"I've gained a larger understanding of what it means to be Black. I've gained a community.

Gordon mentions that he
completely understands why
people might not want to identify
as Black or if they feel they don't
want to be defined only by their
skin colour, but for him as well as
the other BSU members, seeing
people that look like them is
comforting after a day being the
only Black person in a room.
The co-presidents see being
Black as an inclusive and expansive
identity. It speaks to a certain
shared experience and one that
is something to be proud of. Even
the crest ofthe BSU which was
designed by member Feyisola
Gbadamosi features a globe that is
meant to represent the universalism
ofthe Black experience.
"When we say Black, it's with
a capital 'B.' It's not just a colour,
it's an identifying factor of who we
are," said Rodriques.

university when there are already
so many stressors.
While sometimes Black
students might know each other
from high school, as in the case
of BSU treasurer Haydn Reid
and VP Administration Brandon
Barnes, or just pure chance as
when Sutherland and Rodriques
were assigned the same first-year
residence, it is difficult to build a
network when you don't even know
how many people are out there.
Rodriques did not let this stop
her. To her own estimation, she
spent at least ten hours trawling
through social media to find Black
UBC students and message them
directly about the formation of
the BSU and its inaugural meeting
in November 2018. She and other
executive members then sought out
Black faculty members, personally
emailing each one too.

HOURS SPENT SEARCHING

MAKING SPACES FOR NEW
FACES

"Fragmented" and "isolating" are
words that repeatedly come up
in conversations involving Black
communities in Vancouver and UBC.
Gordon, who is a third-year
Sauder student, said that the lack
of representation in students and
faculty members, especially in
Sauder itself, is "disheartening."
He described the need for
Black students to have access to
a community of people that look
like them and who've shared
their experiences as incredibly
important — particularly in

The BSU, while barely two semesters
old, has both scope and ambition.
While most AMS clubs tend to focus
on organizing parties, educating
members or spreading awareness
about issues, the BSU does it all
while also having some ofthe most
regular and popular AGMs on
campus which are all broadcast live.
The BSU has a solid social
media game, is sponsored by Yerba
Mate and already has ties to SFU
Students of Caribbean and African
Ancestry (SOCA), Black Lives

Matter Vancouver and a number of
Black professionals and artists in
the lower mainland.
They don't plan on stopping
there.
The BSU has its sight set on
becoming a resource group with its
own physical office.
"There is no foundation," said
Sutherland, "we're just building
that foundation."
Of course, even without all
its grand plans, the BSU is still
providing an unprecedented
opportunity for Black students to
meet one another. When they book
rooms in the Nest for meetings,
they make sure to slot in extra
time just to fulfill the demand for
members to be able to linger, talk
and make friends.
"It's crazy 'cause you just walk
onto campus and you see these
faces and you're like, 'Oh I know
you, I met you'... and that's a great
thing to have, especially when
there are people that look like
you and you feel like there's this
community that's supporting you,"
said Gordon.
"I've gained a larger
understanding of what it means to
be Black. I've gained a community,"
said Sutherland.
THE BEGINNING OF HISTORY
The BSU is currently accepting
applications for new candidates for
the executive team of 2019/20.
While the current team is made
up of its founding members, they

have full confidence in the ability
of new members to run things and
are, as Sutherland said, "not at all
concerned about continuity."
First-Year Rep Maia Wallace
is the perfect example of this. She
knew that the "twinkling feeling"
she had during her first BSU
meeting where she saw a wide
diversity of Black people for the
first time had to be shared and that
she had to get involved.
Wallace single-handedly
convinced 20 other Black firstyears to attend the next meeting,
started a Facebook group chat
that she moderates which now
has more than 50 members. She
also successfully ran in the club
elections to be the first-year rep.
The sheer diversity ofthe
variations ofthe Black experience
that she saw at her first meeting
was unlike anything she had ever
been a part of.
"I get goosebumps ... like all
over my body... [just thinking
about it]," said Wallace.
Wallace thinks of her role as
a bridge between the people and
what they need, and she sees her
involvement with the BSU as a
long-term part of her degree.
She wants the BSU to continue
to be a place where people can
come in, be centred in their
identity and advocate for greater
representation in the wider UBC
community.
"This is the first Black Student's
Union at UBC.... In ten years, this
will be history." M
'
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'It's time for Africa: The Africa Awareness
Initiative tells UBC it's time to wake up
Cassandra Betts
Senior Staff Writer

UBC has offered a minor in
African Studies since 2006, but
few students are even aware of its
existence. On February 27, UBC's
Africa Awareness Initiative (AAI)
hosted a conference to discuss how
to develop the program and why
UBC — an institution that claims to
create global citizens — has devoted
so little attention to engaging with
the African continent.
"As a student, sometimes you
set an alarm at 6:55 a.m.," said
African Studies Representative
John Michael Koffi. "You snooze
that alarm, then you find yourself
waking up two hours later. You have
missed your first lecture. You sleep
again, and 30 minutes later you
wake up. Then you start your day.
"UBC as an institution has
been in that state. It is still in that
awakening moment. Hopefully this
is 10 a.m. when it finally wakes up
and starts functioning."
Koffi used this analogy to
open the conference, speaking
to an audience of AAI members,
UBC faculty and other interested
students in a cramped room in
Buchanan Tower.
The conference, which could
have very easily turned into a space
to vent frustrations, was instead a
thorough and thoughtful look at
the current challenges facing the
program and the concrete actions
that can be taken to address them.
The challenges presented at the
conference, which included a lack of
contemporary and interdisciplinary
courses, waitlists for introductory
level courses, confusion surrounding
the requirements ofthe minor and
a general unawareness that it even
exists, were identified through a

survey headed by African Studies
Representative Caroline Lempert.
The study revealed that only
six per cent ofthe students who
had heard ofthe program had done
so from UBC. Most students have
been exposed to the minor either
through the AAI, word of mouth or
in their Africa-focused courses.
The research also highlights the
fact that there is a demonstrated
interest for courses with African
content. Classes are full and
students are waitlisted. For the past
four years, Introduction to African
Studies (AFST 250) has seen
consistent enrolment of 124 to 135
students, and a third section is being
added next year to accommodate
demand. Despite this, only six
students are currently enrolled in
the African Studies Minor.
For Koffi, growing this number
is incredibly important.
"UBC's official website says the
purpose of UBC as an institution
is pursuing excellence in research,
learning and engagement to foster
global citizenship.... If we can find
a niche specifically for African
studies, at least that's one step to
decolonize the institution."
Lempert agreed. "It actually is
reflecting poorly on the university
to not invest in the African Studies
Program because ... it's such a
critical part of our world. To be a
global institution and not have a
focus on Africa that's strong and
thorough starts to be a statement
that the university is making."
While students want a minor
that will help them gain access
to future career opportunities,
the programs also helps to foster
a greater understanding of an
integral part of global society.
"There are a lot of stereotypes,
a lot of generalizations, a lot of

The research also highlights the fact that there is a demonstrated interest for courses with African content.

lack of knowing about Africa and
Africans," said Koffi. "You have
the most diverse continent in
the world in terms of ethnicity,
in terms of language, in terms of
natural resources ... when you ask
someone what comes to your mind
when you hear the word Africa,
some ofthe things they come up
[with are] war, hunger disease,
HIV/AIDS. They are there, but
they are not the only ones."
For Koffi, the minor can help
address this. "By coordinating
the program with different afrocommunities on and off campus

we are hoping that students can
engage with it and learn something,
even if they are not taking the
minor program."
At the conference, students
and faculty collaborated to fill
out documents stating "what
students will do," "what faculty
will do" and "demands to UBC."
Koffi and Lembert plan to analyze
this feedback to create a list of
manageable demands that they will
present to the university, in the
form of a petition if necessary.
"Students have been doing a
lot to keep this program alive,"

COURTESY JOHN MICHAEL KOFF

stated Lempert, "so what we're
asking for is also having faculty and
administration listen to what the
students are saying and use their
experience and their roles within
the university to strengthen the
program."
In regards to the rest ofthe
UBC community, Koffi just wants
its attention. "We need more
support from the students....
If it comes to us launching the
petition, we need everyone to sign
so that the institution leadership
can wake up. It's time for Africa.
It's 10 a.m." 1
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The Life of Gwendolyn Brooksfillsthe Chan with puppets, poetry and passion

The layers of this multifaceted production did not disappoint.
Milena Carrasco
Contributor

On February 24, the play No
Blue Memories: The Life of
Gwendolyn Brooks was performed
by multimedia troupe Manual

Cinema at the Chan Centre.
Using puppetry, live music and a
projector, the group of performers
brought the story of poet
Gwendolyn Brooks to life.
Brooks was the first African
American to win the Pulitzer Prize,

COURTESYCHANCENTRE

and was not only an artist, but a
teacher and activist as well. She
dedicated her life to fostering the
literary scene in Chicago.
The layers of this multifaceted
production did not disappoint. One
expression on top ofthe other, the

show became a delicious mixture
of poetry, music and history that
was so big it was difficult to know
where to start. While there was
a lot going on, it shortly became
apparent that that was the beauty
of it all. The live singers, musicians
and actors seemed to blend onstage
in a harmonious dance that brought
the vibrant cut-out puppets on the
projector screen to life.
Brooks's words ignited
courage in the African American
community in Chicago and
throughout the United States.
It is also through her voice that
she soothed their fears with her
humility, courage and perseverance
and inspired a written history that
reflected strength and hope. The
actor's bodies radiated emotion,
and the show's music gave you a
glimpse into what it feels to read
poetry that frees you when your
surroundings cannot.
N. LaQuis Harkins, who played
Gwendolyn Brooks, and Rasaan
Booker, who played Haki R.
Madhubuti, interacted with the
audience post-performance during
'puppet time,' a segment where

the audience could go on stage
and meet the puppets and actors.
Booker, also a poet from Chicago,
explained how the performance
came full circle for him, as his
mentors Eve L. Ewing and Nate
Marshall were the poets who wrote
the play. He discussed how it was
important to him to enact Brooks'
story through our own actions, and
how the troupe itself felt it had the
responsibility to tell her story.
Harkins also expressed the
importance of accessibility, and
creating an environment that can
reach as many people as possible.
Respecting the legacy of inclusion,
freedom and acceptance that Brooks
left behind in her words, Harkins
also described how the way that her
words touched people made them
feel like they belonged to something.
It was in these moments of
connection, both during the
show and after the performance,
that Manual Cinema showed the
audience that paying respects to
someone you admire also means
following your dreams with
compassion and the courage to
create. 'JJ
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Places to Go

St. Kitts unfolds under the sun

Photos by Alex Nguyen and Elizabeth Wang

breezed by Blood River and the
first-ever Anglican Church in the
Caribbean as Watson explained
Like any good nickname, "St. Kitts" how the island's Indigenous
hardly tells the full story, leaving peoples, the Kalinago, had been
much to be explored in our one short killed during colonization and the
day on the island of St. Christopher. current population was mostly
Weathered by history and with a descendants of enslaved peoples
multitude of stories in its pages, taken from Africa.
St. Kitts unfolded to us like a sunA few days after we left the
soaked book as we stumbled ashore.
island, Green Book won best picture
While we landed in the hub of and was called out for portraying
Basseterre, the island is not French a white saviour complex in ways
like the old town's name would similar to Driving Miss Daisy 20
suggest. We wandered first through years previous. The irony and
a touristy port — ignoringthe posters abruptness of being driven around
for duty-free diamonds in favour of an island by a Black man as a
three for $5 bottles of Carib beer — group of privileged, mostly white
and past an archway that opened university students was not lost on
us. It left a sinking feeling at the
into the historic heart of Basseterre.
Distinctly French in architecture pit of my stomach to know that we
but splashed withpastel store-fronts benefit from the same colonization
and historic hotels, Basseterre that has left St. Kitts disadvantaged
is scaled to St. Kitts' population in so many ways.
of 40,000 year-round residents.
It's strange to be a visitor in a
Independence Square sat demurely place filled with people descended
further from the port, bordered by of those forced to build it, to build
a small Catholic church and filled much of the world we know. But
with a few meandering tourists the island and the Kittitians don't
beating the early morning heat.
need saving, and the brevity of our
The seven of us hopped in a taxi visit made me hungry to learn as
with Watson, our driver for the much as I could about life here.
day to take a trip along the coast As we meandered up to Brimstone
and back in time. St. Kitts is a site Hill Fortress - a UNESCO World
of struggles to colonize between Heritage site and the largest
the French and British, and was a fortress in the eastern Caribbean
British colony until 1983 when it — we took in the views of the
became a federated state with the neighbouring islands of the West
neighbouring island of Nevis. We Indies. Our gaze reached across the
Moira Wyton
Features Editor

volcanic mountains surrounded by
lush green and to the towns nestled
along the coast below, taking in a
country forged in conflict.
Yet community is everywhere
on this island. School children walk
along the street in brightly-coloured
uniforms, out early from school to
attend the funeral of a classmate's

father, Watson tells us. He waves to
nearly every other driver as we stop
first at an old sugar plantation and
then wind back across the island
to El Fredos, where we gorged on
oxtail, swordfish, stew beef, fried
plantains, dumplings and vegetables.
Memories
somehow
still
intact despite the beating sun, we

meandered back to where a deal on
Caribs — the Island's local beer —
beckoned, and waited out the midday heat. Perhaps we would never
again get such a deal on beer, but
the novelty of our day in St. Kitts
ran deeper than that — we would
never get a glimpse into such a
resilient and lively place again. M
'
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San Juan is a cultural fortress no
visitor could dream of cracking
mosaic throughout pools of sunlight
and shade.
But even if Spanish is spoken,
The only bill we have is a fifty. It's there are little reminders — a statue
the only thing the dinky little ATM of Abe Lincoln or a rejected $50
on the pier dispenses. The bartender bill — that remind you this is still
looks at it, blinks and smiles at me. America, if a forgotten corner of it.
There's no way he can break that.
Our group arrived at port in the
"There's only two kinds of early afternoon. Stepping out ofthe
people who have a $50 in San port, the nine of us meandered our
Juan. The ones who are leaving way to our first stop: the Castillo de
and the ones who are arriving," he San Cristobal. In the mid-afternoon
says as he pushes the bill back. "So sun, its towering walls cascaded
over the Plaza Colon below. Once
which one are you?"
San Juan was built as a fortress. inside, the fort's halls and caverns
The ruins of old walls line its views of allowed space to breathe, reflect
the Atlantic. On either side, massive and dive into the history-rich island
forts peer over sunburnt tourists we were so briefly visiting.
and annoyed locals getting cafe con
Through tunnels, sentry boxes
leche in squares that could have been and military quarters, each twist
mistaken for Madrid or Lisbon. It's took us further out of the present
a maze of blue cobblestone streets and further into the past. The
and colourfully painted houses — a fort's detailed history was not only
Lucy Fox & Zak Vescera
Sports Editor & News Editor

reflected in the historical signage
throughout, but in the thick,
archaic walls of the fort itself and
in the historic Spanish "Cross of
Burgundy" that flies above its plaza
— albeit alongside Puerto Rican and
American flags.
Perhaps most harrowing is that,
through centuries of war, the fortress
still stands as tall as the biggest
European fortification in America.
It was in use from the SpanishAmerican War through World War
II. Sitting atop the fort's walls in the
observation area, it's humbling to
feel so small amidst both a bustling
and a surviving remnant of our
North American past.
Down amongst the dungeons,
a ship illustration carved into the
fort's walls is pristinely preserved
behind a wall of glass. It's the aweinspiring truth of San Cristobal as

it is today: you are within an arm's
length of history, being preserved
meticulously after years of warfare.
As mid-day turned to lateafternoon, we made our way back
out of the catacombs of the fort and
headed deeper into the city, engulfing
ourselves into the waves of cars and
pedestrians in the city's alleyways as
we searched for local food.
San Juan is a sea of colour. Pastel
houses and rough cobblestone
streets walked us down a slope and
into a little hole-in-the-wall where
we chowed down on tostones,
tamales and croquettas, washed
down with sangria, Presidentes and
cafe con leche.
It feels like Madrid - but
there's something different here.
A gallery filled with art celebrating
Latino identities reminds us
that this is not the continental

US. Neighbourhoods outside the
touristy centre don't look or feel
like the brochure, as parodies of
Mastercard ads inked on the sides
of buildings condemn the politics
ofthe island.
We settled down in a square
— and as it got dark, a light show
started showing the history of
this island. The Spanish, Dutch,
French and English all spent
hundreds of years fighting for
it. The colonial legacy of the city
— the European architecture,
the Latin feel and the US dollars
— are everywhere. But it hasn't
succumbed to them. Instead, it
feels like something of its own.
We spent the night stumbling
down the blue streets. Our barista
was right: we're visitors here, neither
fully coming or fully going. Tomorrow
we'll be somewhere else. M
'
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Letter: Vote yes to the SASC referendum
The SASC collective
Contributors

From March 11 to 15, the AMS
will hold a referendum that will
propose to increase the Sexual
Assault Services student fee from
the current $3.63 to $9.30, and we
hope that you will vote "yes" to
enhance our ability to support the
UBC community.
The Sexual Assault Services
fee was initiated in 2002, when
the SASC (Sexual Assault Support
Centre) initially opened with
the collaboration of a Speakeasy
volunteer and an employee at
Women Against Violence Against
Women. The SASC fee has only
increased once in 2005 from $1.00
to its current $3.63 today. Since
then, the SASC has expanded our
hours and our services immensely.
Our team has grown from two
permanent staff members in 2002 to
nine employees. In 2016, our hours
expanded to seven days a week
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. to match the
hours ofthe Urgent Care Centre at
the UBC Hospital. In addition, we
have developed many new initiatives
such as Roots and Resilience - our
weekly support group - as well
as the Healthier Masculinities
program, which began in 2015.

"Ensuring the financial stability of the SASC is also vital.'

The work that we do has always
operated in a grassroots mindset one that emphasizes bottom-up and
community-driven support.
We were stunned and moved that
over 2,000 people signed a petition
to reinstate support services at
the SASC this past summer, when
the support services were almost
shut down. In order for us to serve
the community that has so vocally
supported the SASC, we once again
ask for your support by voting "yes"
in the upcoming Sexual Assault
Support Services fee referendum.
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We ask that you vote "yes" to
ensure that the SASC is financially
stable for years to come and to
ensure that the precarity of our
labour is reduced. Most importantly,
voting "yes" will provide survivors
with stability, independent services,
a wider range of resources and
specialized support. As the number
of drop-ins and outreach requests
climb, we realize that the work that
we are doing now is more relevant
and necessary than ever before.
Working alongside other groups
on campus who do anti-violence

advocacy, we are often reminded
ofthe incredible community that
supports and values the work that
we do.
We strive to collaborate with
our campus partners in fostering
equity and cultures of consent
within the broader UBC community
in addition to expanding our own
services internally. Currently, we
offer drop-in appointments, weekly
support groups, printed resource
materials, legal and hospital
accompaniments and crisis shortterm safety-planning for survivors.
For the broader UBC community,
we provide educational workshops
and outreach events on topics such
as healthy boundaries, responding
to disclosures of sexual assault and
bystander intervention, among
many others.
We would like to expand our
services in the future to support
more groups on campus, with a
focus on marginalized communities
- namely Black and Indigenous
people of colour and queer and
trans people of colour at UBC. In
the broader social moment, there
has been a spotlight on challenging
rape culture and gender-based
violence. We believe that this
too has affected the numbers of
survivors who have felt empowered

to seek support as well as sparking
the interest in many to learn more
about sexual violence and become
better allies.
Ensuring the financial stability
ofthe SASC is also vital for
ensuring that survivors have
choices about the supports that
they are able to access. Consent is
ultimately all about choice. Having
safe and accessible options is
necessary to restore the autonomy
of survivors. As we move forward
from Sexual Assault Awareness
Month, while keeping its theme of
"creating cultures of consent" in
mind, we must also acknowledge
the importance of multiple reliable
options for survivors as we strive
towards creating our own culture
of consent on campus.
In the coming weeks, you will
see us around the UBC campus,
providing information about the
referendum. Come and say hi! We
are happy to talk to you all about
the campaign and answer any
questions you may have. This is our
call to you, fellow UBC students,
to vote "yes" in the upcoming
referendum. We know that we have
the most incredible community of
people who value our presence on
campus and we are humbled and
honoured to serve you. M
'
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Ask Pawan: How do I feel better about being alone?
Pawan Minhas
Senior Staff Writer

Dear Pawan,
I don't hate Valentine's Day. I
really don't. It's just so good at
making me feel lonely and kinda
without value. It's too much to
deal with sometimes so I end up
getting angry on the inside at
people in relationships. How do I
feel better about being alone?

to compete with high-quality
commercials created with crazy
amounts of cash. The pressure
to make the holiday something
exceedingly special is hard to
keep up with. That pressure isn't
corralled to those in relationships,
but can also hit hard in making you
particularly aware of just how single
you are. It's important to remember
that a relationship isn't the perfect
solution to loneliness.
ALL IN ON RED

Valentine's Day is pretty well
known for doing three things:
reminding people to cherish their
loved ones, reminding people of
their perceived lack thereof, and
getting Hallmark employees' kids
through college. Those first two are
pretty proficient at making people
either adore or despise the whole
month, where pink and red motifs
find their way into every nook
and cranny, and they start to think
that roses only grow in thornless
bushels of 12. But beyond the
aesthetics of Valentine's Day, the
marketing of and messaging behind
it all can feel a bit in-your-face as
well. Here's my advice.
On the face of it, Valentine's
Day is meant to be a cute, entirely
wholesome day. In modern times,
it's taken on a bit more complexity
than that, with lots of pomp
regarding the month in general.
Now who, you may be wondering,
is responsible for this evolution of
the once simple celebration? None
other than Big Business. You've
probably heard of "commodifying
the holidays" before so I'll spare you
any rehashing from my manifesto,
but something of a common
criticism is that Valentine's Day
is seemingly impossible to live up
to. Put alliteratively, you're cursed

Being lonely can suck, and
everyone feels lonely more
often than they'd care to admit.
Regardless of whether you've just
become single, have never dated
or are married with three kids,
loneliness can creep in from any
angle. If you find yourself flying
solo to your chagrin, jumping into
a relationship can seem like the
perfect reprieve from the cold
winds of singlehood. These gusts
can feel 10 times stronger once this
day of love rolls around, because it
seems like the whole world enjoys
rubbing your face in its supremely
satisfying relationships.
This is where things get a little
dicey. Jumping wantonly into a
relationship is ill-advised at best,
but sprinting into one as a means
of escaping a bout of loneliness
is perhaps the best way to ensure
a messy start and necessitate
an early end. You may find that
you're discovering things about
the other person and have to ask
yourself, on the fly, whether that's
something you're okay with, let
alone desire, without having the
comfortable distance provided by
being unattached. Beyond that, if
you don't enter into a relationship
with the right headspace, which

running from loneliness assuredly
is not, you increase the chance that
you're in this for different reasons
than your new partner, something
which is bound to boil over.
It's tempting to think that the
close relationship promised in dating
someone is the perfect solution
to loneliness, and it can definitely
help keep those feelings at bay.
Despite how tempting that thought
is, though, you have to remember
that the simple status of "dating"
is nothing more than a word to
be said, and that the feelings and
motives behind use of that term
makes a world of difference. Even
more urgent is the risk you run of
carrying this unwanted loneliness,
then using a relationship to give you
an excuse to foist that baggage onto
the other person. It's like building
a bridge between two cliffs, but
instead of using a few pebbles to
test its strength, you toss a boulder
on and hope no one gets hurt in
the aftermath. We don't need a red
jacket engineer to tell us that that
isn't a great idea.
VALEN-TIME FOR YOURSELF

If I had a solution for loneliness,
I'd be on Dr. Oz promoting it.
Unfortunately, there's no cure-all
for this basic human malaise that
seems to creep up at the most
inopportune times. What I can
provide is a little bit of a pick-me-up
in a printed reminder that you've
got a support system. Just about
everyone has a person or people with
whom they can call-up and talk. It
doesn't need to be a conversation of
any importance, just something to
stimulate those parts of our brain
that worry about social connectivity.
While Valentine's can certainly feel
like it'll be the worst part of your

Valentine's Day is meant to be a cute, entirely wholesome day.

month, it's also helpful to remember
that it truly is just another 24 hours.
That's important to keep in mind
whether you're in a relationship or
not, as a reminder to the former that
it's okay for it not to be a spectacular
day of romance and for the latter to
remember that it won't be the end
ofthe world. Another tip that might
be helpful to remember is that while
it may not be the most pleasurable
to yourself, Valentine's Day can
certainly be special to others, and if
you're the kind of person who gets
vicarious joy from others, that's a
little bonus to February 14.
When it comes to loneliness,
it can easily feel like you're just
about lost on the open seas with
no other ships in sight. The irony
about that sentiment is that you're
never alone in feeling singular. Being
content with one's levels of social
interaction is a great trait, but it's not
guaranteed to shore up any bits of
lingering loneliness that you might
be feeling. That's something that's
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certainly helped me, as I remember
that while I might be feeling isolated
in a crowded room, chances are
that half the room has felt similar in
the last little while. The difference
that reminder makes is that I
acknowledge that if they can get past
it and not be considered lesser for it,
then I definitely can!
Valentine's is kind of a mixed
bag, when it comes to giving
someone the highs or lows of
social interaction, but it's vital
to remember that you're not an
anomaly for feeling lonely. It's
something that you have to analyse.
Figure out what discontentment is
at its root, and deal with it from the
source. No one can keep loneliness
away forever, but it always helps to
have a social net to fall back into,
when you're ready.
Uni problems? Unique answers.
Send your questions in to advice@
ubyssey.ca, or anonymously at
ubyssey.ca/advice/ M
'
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GIANT LASERS//

Check out Sprouts for a cheap,
healthy and sustainable meal

don't even have $500 to my name.

ELIZABETH WANG

The Dingbat: A
UBC donation
call centre diary
Bridget Chase
Culture Editor

4:05 p.m.: This week we're asking
for money to build a giant laser
to finally destroy SFU. The phone
has been auto-dialling numbers
for five minutes and not a single
person has picked up. This is
probably because no one with a
good job is home before 5 p.m.
4:20 p.m.: I just ended that
voicemail by accidentally saying
"Love you, bye!" Jesus, does that
constitute harassment?
4:35 p.m.: Another pick-up,
I launch into my speech and
they quickly cut me off. "I just
graduated, I have $12,000 in
student loans, and you want me
to donate $500 to fund a laser?" I
have no reasonable explanation as
to why anyone would ever donate
so much money to an institution
that blows hundreds of thousands
of dollars on lasers - erm, I mean
academic defence machines.
4:50 p.m.: I get onto a call with
a very concerned mother who has
many questions about how her
child is going to make friends and
succeed at university.
6:35 p.m.: It has been an hour
and 45 minutes and I have walked
this poor, sweet woman through
three panic attacks. I have assured
her that her child is not going to
fail that one CHEM course, and
if they do it won't really matter.
I have warded off six requests
to hand out my personal phone
number so that their child could
"get in touch if they needed help."
The mother is in tears. She is
thanking me profusely for the
work I am doing, and is telling me
that she hasn't felt so secure in her
child's ability to succeed since they
arrived at UBC two months ago.
6:36 p.m.: I politely ask the
mother if she'd like to donate $50 to
the giant laser fund. She hangs up.
8:30 p.m.: It's been two hours.
I have not been rejected at this
frequency and speed since I was
using Tinder. I consider setting

my headset on the desk and just
walking out. I see the glossy image
ofthe design ofthe laser and I
remember my duty.
9:15 p.m.: I think ofthe faces of
the SFU students. We're taught to
remove the humanity from them,
you know, because we want to
destroy them with a laser.
9:25 p.m.: I have another parent
on the line. After answering a
few questions, I pop the question
which I already know the answer
to: "Would you like to donate
$500 to the UBC Laser Fund?"
I immediately open my mouth
to move to our next ask when I
realize the man is spouting out
numbers. Have I officially lost it?
Is he speaking in code? No, it's his
credit card number! I hastily start
typing it into the system, unable
to believe that someone has $500
to donate to a multi-million-dollar
laser when I don't even have $500
to my name.
9:30 p.m.: The payment has
been processed and I've hit my
quota, which means I have half
an hour to coast through before
I get to go home and eat the
microwavable dinner that this
paycheque will afford me. I play
Tetris in my head. I doodle lasers
all over my script.
9:57 p.m.: The auto-dial clicks
through to a caller. Oh no, no God
please no. It's three minutes until
the end of my shift, I really don't
want to start another call. The
supervisor sees that I've picked
up one last call and gives me a
thumbs up. I lean back against
my chair, close my eyes and start
talking.
"Hi there! My name is
[Redacted], I'm calling from
the UBC Centre for Monetary
Excellence, how are you tonight?" M
'
The Dingbat is The Ubyssey's
humour column. You can submit
completed pieces or pitches to
Angela O'Donnell at a.odonnell@
ubyssey.ca.
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UBC sprouts is a student organization run completely by volunteers.
Negin Nia
Staff Writer

Looking for a place to eat that's
affordable, sustainable and
healthy? Sprouts might just be the
place for you.
UBC Sprouts is a student
organization run completely by
volunteers. They strive to promote
awareness of local, organic, fairtrade foods to the UBC community.
Their cafe is located in the Life
Building, on the basement level.
Sprouts also has an offshoot cafe
called Seedlings, located in the
Thea Koerner House.

TiGC

The food at Sprouts is made by
the students and purchasable at
their location in the Life Building.
As mentioned before, all products
are affordable and healthy. Certain
food options offered are stews,
curries, salads and even sweets
treats like cookies and waffles.
They also offer coffee for 75 cents
with your own mug. It's a very
welcoming atmosphere, and people
often go there to chill, eat and
study. They welcome anyone to
the Sprouts community and say it's
even a good place to meet people
with the same interests as you!
On Fridays, they run

Community Eats — another project
run 100 per cent by UBC students.
They get donated food that would
otherwise be thrown away from
distributers like Terra Bread and
other local grocery stores. They
have free produce and by-donation
meals such as stews, bread, fruits
and baked goods. Anyone can come
and have some food — all you need
is your own container. The purpose
is to prevent food from going to
waste at the end ofthe day. So,
bring your container and make sure
to stop by Sprouts on by-donation
Friday or chill at their cafe any
other day ofthe week! M
'
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BRAIN BLAST//

UBC NINET Lab investigating promising new depression treatment
Ainsleigh Hill
Contributor

At UBC, the Non-Invasive
Neurostimulation Therapies Lab
(NINET) is both studying and
providing a new treatment for
depression: repetitive Transcranial
Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) - a
relatively recent therapy which
could be promising as a first line of
treatment in the future.
The first rTMS devices were
developed around 1985 and
approved by Health Canada in
2002 for clinical use.
The rTMS device is about the
size of a ruler and consists of two
round electromagnetic coils. When
the device is turned on, an electric
current flows through the coils. This
current creates a circular magnetic
field in rings looping around the coil.
In rTMS, the current is generated in
pulses, so that it is not constant over
time. This means the magnetic field
also changes over time. A changing
magnetic field then creates an
electric field.
When placed on the patient's
head, the electric field generated
by the coils is able to penetrate
the bone and the brain tissue, to
a depth of about 1.5 centimetres.
Neurons in the brain are connected
to each other through gaps called
synapses. Signals in the brain must
travel from neuron to neuron,
and are transmitted using electric
potentials. At the synapse, if the
voltage is not high enough, a
neuron can stop the transmission
of a signal, or vice versa. Inducing
an electric field in a patient's brain
can change the signal transmission
in the brain.

The prefrontal cortex is the
part of your brain at the top
of your head just behind your
forehead and is responsible for
higher level cognitive processes.
Studies have shown that a region
ofthe prefrontal cortex, called
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC), acts differently in
patients with depression than in
neuro-typical patients. In patients
with depression, the right DLPFC
is overactive, while the left DLPFC
is underactive.
UBC NINET LAB

Dr. Fidel Vila-Rodriguez is a
clinical scientist at the NINET Lab
studying rTMS in the treatment of
depression, as well as other disorders
such as Parkinson's disease and
OCD In order to treat depression,
Vila-Rodriguez is using rTMS to
target the DLPFC. While the exact
mechanism is unknown, the best
working theory is that applying
electrical signals to the DLPFC will
help activate and deactivate neuronal
activity. Typically, a patient will
receive treatment once per week for
several months, with the duration of
a session ranging from three minutes
to sixty minutes.
One ofthe major advantages of
the treatment is the absence of side
effects. "For UBC students ... it's
like a coffee break," Vila-Rodriguez
explained, referencing the ease
ofthe treatment sessions. The
lack of side effects is an extremely
important factor. The current first
line of treatment for depression
is antidepressants, which tend to
come with large lists of side effects,
including sexual dysfunction,

nausea, insomnia, fatigue and
weight gain, among others. The
success or failure of antidepressant
treatment cannot be separated
from the side effects profile.
Many ofthe current studies have
enlisted patients who had resistant
depression, which means they had
exhausted the other avenues of
treatment such as antidepressants
or psychotherapy. Vila-Rodriguez
would like to study rTMS as a first
line of treatment, and compare
this to Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (CBT), as many studies
have focused on only comparing
rTMS to a control group. CBT is
the primary psychotherapy method
used in treating depression and is
often prescribed in conjunction
with antidepressants. Since these
studies have shown rTMS to be an
effective treatment method, it is
now interesting to see how rTMS
compares to other lines of treatment.
In particular, this study would
focus on depression in university
students. "Unfortunately, there are
increasing rates of depression and
suicide among students," VilaRodriguez said. "I would really like
for us to be able to provide clinical
treatments to the UBC community."
Vila-Rodriguez is also hoping
to work with the University of
California in Los Angeles on the
issue of depression in university
students. "I visited [UCLA] and they
have a very large study that looks
at depression and interventions to
address the high rates of depression.
We are hoping to collaborate with
them and also set that up here at
UBC," Vila-Rodriguez said.
One issue with rTMS is that
it is not currently covered by the

When placed on the patient's head, the electric field penetrates bone.

B.C. Medical Services Plan (MSP).
Without coverage, treatment costs
around $750. Vila-Rodriguez is
hoping that the treatment will soon
be covered by MSP. However, as
the NINET Lab is running clinical
trials, Vila-Rodriguez is able to
offer treatment free of cost.
Vila-Rodriguez also posed the
idea to university administration of
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having the treatment included in
the AMS Pacific Blue Cross plan as
a way of making it more accessible
to students.
Vila-Rodriguez is hopeful to
see rTMS used as a first line of
therapy. "I'm hoping that we can
take the first step so that [rTMS]
is a resource available for the UBC
[community]." 'ffl
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Study: Income, education among factors
affecting access to urban green space

Green spaces are known to be an important resource, with wide-ranging benefits for people who live in cities.
Stephanie Blain
Contributor

Local parks, gardens and tree-lined
streets can be important resources
for people who live in cities.
However, not everyone in urban
areas has the same access to these
green spaces.
A recent study conducted by
researchers at UBC's faculty of
forestry found that access to urban
green spaces is affected by a range

of socioeconomic factors, leading to
inequitable access to this resource.
This is a problem according to the
study's lead author, Lorien Nesbitt,
a post-doctoral researcher in the
department of forest resources
management, given that "we
are starting to understand the
importance of urban forests ... for
the well-being ofthe people who
live in cities."
The study examined how
socioeconomic and demographic
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factors related to urban green space
access. It looked at 10 different
urban areas in the United States
— specifically Chicago, Houston,
Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Los
Angeles, New York, Phoenix,
Portland, Seattle and St. Louis.
The cities were chosen on the
basis of data availability and were
intentionally geographically variable.
Unsurprisingly, access to green
spaces was related to population
density and neighbourhood age.

However, there were relationships
to socioeconomic variables that
were not explained by these
structural factors.
In many cases, the
socioeconomic factors that
determine access to vegetation
are the same ones that determine
access to other resources in
society. "Income was a strong
predictor of having good access
to large trees in particular," said
Nesbitt. Education was also found
to be an important factor in many
cities. For example, Nesbitt said
that "[for] New York, we found
a really strong relationship
between having higher education
and having better access to trees
and mixed vegetation." Strong
relationships to education were
present in other cities, including
Chicago, Indianapolis, Los
Angeles, Phoenix and Portland.
Moreover, racialized minority
status was a determinant of
access to vegetation. This factor
was variable among cities. Nesbitt
said that "in cities like Chicago,
New York, Houston to some
degree, we found that people
of colour or people of Latino
heritage were less likely to have
access and people who were
white were more likely to have
access."

Green spaces are known to be
an important resource, with wideranging benefits for people who
live in cities.
According to Nesbitt, "it's
important that we have green views
for good mental health and stress
reduction, that we have trees around
our houses for cooling, especially in
the context of climate change, [and]
that we have trees to help prevent
flooding in our neighbourhoods."
This study, therefore, has clear
implications for cities trying to
develop green spaces and improve
equitability. Nesbitt added that
"it's important for cities to
understand the dynamics of that
so that they can prioritize it in
how they manage and grow their
green spaces."
In a city that is changing and
growing, understanding these
dynamics will be important for
Vancouver. Whether or not these
relationships hold in Canadian
cities is unknown, but it is
something Nesbitt is planning to
test in the future.
"Our cultural contexts, or city
histories, are quite different in
Canada, so I think that some of
these relationships might hold but
not necessarily and not necessarily
in the same way as in the United
States," she said. 'xH
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February's Athlete of the Month:
Men's basketball guard Jadon Cohee
Mitchell Ballachay
Senior Staff Writer

For Jadon Cohee, the road to a
headlining role in UBC basketball's
starting rotation was not a
conventional one.
A product of Langley, BC, Cohee
spent the first years of his postsecondary career playing NCAA
Division I basketball, including
seasons at Seattle University and
most recently Southern Utah. He
walked away at the end of last
season as a highly respected point
guard — one who outperformed a
Southern Utah team that struggled
in conference play, finishing with
just a 5-13 record.
Within weeks of hitting the
open market, Cohee found himself
with offers outstanding from more
than 45 Division I schools around
the US, all looking to have him
close out the final year of his NCAA
eligibility in their uniform.
With all the recruitment hype
and buzz surrounding his decision,
Cohee made a move that shocked
the collegiate sports world — he
announced his intention to return
to British Columbia and become a
UBC Thunderbird.
"I wanted to make a decision
— do I go play somewhere for a
year and maybe it doesn't work
out or do I come somewhere
where I grew up and my family
can watch me play," Cohee said.
"I used to watch UBC games as
a kid. I know a lot of people who
played for coach Kevin Hanson,
people speak highly of him and I
knew if I was going to stay home,
the only squad I would consider
was probably UBC."

Cohee's signing with UBC came
in tandem with the signing of
another senior — former teammate
and long-time friend Manroop
Clair. The inking ofthe pair of
Division I veterans marked the
beginning of a new chapter for
UBC men's basketball.
Last season's departure of
notable seniors Conor Morgan,
Phil Jalalpoor and Luka
Zaharijevic left the Thunderbirds
without much of their key
leadership group. What remained,
instead, was a young core that
was packed with up-and-coming
talent, highlighted with the likes
of sophomores Mason Bourcier
and Grant Shephard.
In this fresh-faced crew, Cohee
saw an opportunity to take on a
leadership role — one that is a new
and exciting.
"A lot of our best players are
[in] second year, right — so it's
nice to be able to lead them and
kind of help them through the way
and explain to them, 'It's okay to
mess up, we're going to do this
together, we're going to figure
everything out together,'" Cohee
said. "I was always the young guy
in Division I until last year, so I
was always the one who had vets
kind of pick me up and be patient
with me and all that. And the
biggest thing I've kind of learned
is to be patient with these guys."
But despite his ability to lead
and the experience he brings to the
squad, Cohee delivers much more
than just intangibles. With the extra
floor space of U Sports compared
to Division I, Cohee has played
dominant basketball throughout his
debut season with the team.

Cohee breaks into the key against the Thompson Rivers University Wolfpack.

Cohee embraces U BC's Canada West underdog role — it makes victory all the sweeter.

An excellent isolation player
and proficient scorer, Cohee
averaged more than 19 points per
game in the regular season, good
for fourth highest in Canada West.
He is currently riding a six-game,
20+ point scoring streak through
the postseason.
This month, Cohee has been
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in UBC's top two scorers in eight
of their nine games, averaging 19.4
points per game, with his biggest
points haul coming in UBC's
February 2 match up against the
Alberta Golden Bears — he racked up
27 points that night, the most of any
Thunderbirds by over 15 points.
Though his efforts earned him a
spot on the Canada West First Team
Ail-Star, the ever-competitive Cohee
knows that doesn't mean his work
is done.
"It was exciting for me, like it's
cool, but it doesn't really mean much
for me, what is important to me is
winning championships," Cohee said
of his all-star selection. "So, it's nice
to get an accolade like a First Team
Ail-Star, but at the end ofthe day it's
an award and [basketball's] a team
sport, right? It's about winning."
That said, the fact that he is
February's Athlete ofthe Month isn't
lost on the guard.
"It's Black History Month. You
know, being a light skin, it's exciting
and I'm honored to get this award.
It's awesome."
Despite being surrounded by
young collegiate players, Cohee
knows what the team is capable of
and isn't shy about his ultimate goal.
He has just over one year of U Sports
eligibility remaining, and wants to
bring the national title back to UBC
for the first time since 1972.
Now, down the stretch of his first
year with the team, Cohee is well on
his way as he leads the Thunderbirds
to Halifax next weekend to compete
in the U Sports Final 8 — the school's
first appearance in the championship
since they played host to the
tournament in 2016.
Though UBC enters the

ELIZABETH WANG

championship tournament as the
fourth-ranked team in the nation,
they do so rather quietly. Having
dropped the Canada West final game
to the reigning national champion
Calgary Dinos, they enter Halifax
as one of three teams who have
qualified from the conference along
with the Alberta Golden Bears. And
for teams out east, unanimously,
Calgary is the Canada West team to
beat, not the Thunderbirds.
"They may be the best team
in the country," Cohee said ofthe
Dinos. "To be the best team you've
got to beat the best team... if we
want to compete for a medal at
nationals, we've got to be able to
hang and beat teams like [that]. So,
it'll be exciting."
Cohee, however, embraces the
role ofthe underdog. For him, it
makes victory all the sweeter.
"I would never count us out and
then I mean I think a lot of people
are sleeping [on] us, a lot of people
didn't expect us to make nationals,
so I'm excited to just go there and
kind of prove people wrong and
show them what we can do," Cohee
said. "Hopefully we can make some
noise at nationals and make the
school proud."
For Cohee, his first season playing
basketball back in Canada has been
a dream come true. He is an all-star
calibre play with all-star calibre
teammates and a chance to compete
for glory on a national stage.
All eyes will be on him on Friday
as he takes the court and gets one
step closer to bringing a national
championship back to UBC.
As he gets one step closer to
bringing a championship back
home. 'JJ
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JADON COHEE
THE NUMBERS

Friday, March 1
Volleyball (W)

Calgary

UBC

Baseball

UBC

Lewis-Clarke
State

HEIGHT 6'4"
WEIGHT 190 LBS
HOMETOWN LANGLEY, BC
YEAR OF ELIGIBILITY 4TH
LAST TEAM SOUTHERN UTAH
UNIVERSITY

Saturday, March 2
Rugby 7s

UBC

Rugby 7s

UBC

Basketball (M)

Calgary

Baseball

UBC

Lewis-Clarke
State

Rugby 7s

UBC

Lethbridge

Baseball

UBC

Lewis-Clarke
State

Field Hockey
(M)

UBC

Vancouver
Hawks

Volleyball (W)

Calgary

UBC

Sunday, March 3
Rugby 7s
Baseball
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COURTESYBESTCROSSWORDS.COM

CROSSWORD PUZZLE #1

COURTESYBESTCROSSWORDS.COM

CROSSWORD PUZZLE #2

ACROSS

DOWN

ACROSS

1 First name in spydom;
5 Attorneys'org.;
8 Sunscreen ingredient:
12 In anyway;
14 Microbe;
15 Nest eggs, briefly;
16ConductorGeorg;
17 Swift steed;
18 Vesicle;
19 Escort or lover;
21 Nakedfaced Amazon monkey;
23 Bus. card info;
24 Pampering, briefly;
25 Indian restaurant bread;
26 Eccentric;
30 Stretch of turf;
32 Aromatic wood;
33 Repeat;
37 Asian inland sea;
38 Oil source;
39 In a frenzy;
40 Neuron;
42 Open eyed;
43 Overact:
44 Felt;
45 Indy 500 sponsor;
48 Mohawksporting actor;
49 Military address;
50 Boot part;
52 You're on!;
57 Birthright seller;
58 Brit's cry;
60 One tenth, usually;
61 Action word;
62 Implore;
63 Really bother;
64 Electric fish;
65
Paulo;
66 Catches:

INotfem.;
2 Yours, in Tours;
3 Bath powder;
4Some choirmembers;
5 Saab model;
6Twopiecepiece;
7Walkabout;

1 Angry look;
6 Pot used to contain the ashes of
a dead person;
91978 Nobel sharer;
14Nouveau
;
15 Aussie hopper;
16 Liquid waste component;
17 Political zealot;
19 Dressed to the
;
20 Vespa rider, perhaps;
21 Stagger;
22 Coup
;
23 Musical group;
25 Apartment sign;
26 Shrew;
29 Sandwich side;

8 Select;
9 Ancient IndoEuropean;
10 Iraqi port;
11 Sean of "The Lord of the Rings"
13 Assessor;
14 Scottish Celt;
20 Ottoman governor;
22 Part of the plot?;
24 Trouser material;
26 Read quickly;
27 French father;
28Purim month;
29 Have a cow?;
30 Bobby of the Black Panthers;
31 Haggard;
33 RoleforClark;
34 Latin lesson word;
35 Gratuity;
36 Made do, with "out";
38 Constellation with curly tail?;
41JaneAusten heroine;
42 Charge with gas;
44 Lisa, to Bart, briefly;
45 Canyon of comics;
46 We're off
the Wizard;
47 It may be cultured;
49 Eyesore;
51 Young bears;
52 Villainous character in Shakespeare's "Othello";
53 Zoologist Fossey;
54Jazz singer James;
55 Ishmael's captain;
56 Permits;
59 Lady of Sp.;

y»v

Uow,

Hie

(*ea-"es

itsecur-t.

63 Like some cereals;
64 Intrinsically;
65 Old map abbr.;
66 Moral principle;
DOWN
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31 Asimov classic;
32 Edible seed parts;
36 Hindu lawgiver;
37Corp. bigwig;
38
Irae;
40 Figure skating jump;
43 Stanza of six lines;
45 Beatty Oscar film;
46 Like a professor's jacket;
47 Cosmetician Lauder;
50 German auto:
51Waker;
52 Movie lioness;
54 His, to Henri;
57 Capital of Crete;
58 Needlework;
61This is only
;
62 Keats work;

1 Harsh;
2 Italian resort;
3 Passed with flying colors;
4 Greek letter;
5 Lamprey;
6 Pressed;
7 Bounder;
8 Winter air;
9 Sunset;
10 Disney's Little Mermaid;
11 "Inferno" writer;
12 Bothered;
13 Student's hurdle;
18 Ready
...;
23 African acacia tree;
24 In the past;
25 Sticky stuff;
26 Pep;
27Some nest eggs;
28 Author Jaffe;
29 Depicts unfairly;
30 "Seinfeld" uncle;
33Carbomb?;
34 Miller offering;
35 Propagative part of a plant;
37 Fish and chips fish;
39 Penfull of oink;
41 Incinerate;
42 Tee follower;
43March honoree.forshort;
44 She's a she;
47 Overjoy;
48 More reasonable;
49 Long lock of hair;
50 Basketry material;
51 Put
on (limit);
52 Those, to Juan;
53 Former Fords;
54 Clockmaker Thomas;
55 ...
saw Elba;
56 Match up;
59 Runner Sebastian;
60 Pillbox, e.g.;

Write for us! Visit us at ubyssey.ca/volunteer

seeking Student Volunteer as
UBC Development Permit Board Member
We're seeking applications for the volunteer position of
Student Member on the Development Permit Board, which
has the responsibility to review and approve non-institutional
development proposals in UBC's Vancouver campus neighbourhoods.
If selected, you will be expected to serve on the Development Permit Board for a minimum
of one calendar year, starting May 2019. Members of the Development Permit Board are
appointed by the Board of Governors.
Candidates should be enrolled in a UBC planning, urban design, architecture, or landscape
architecture program and be knowledgeable about contemporary practices in sustainability
and land use planning. They should also support the development of UBC's on-campus
residential community.
Submit a current resume and cover letter to Campus and Community Planning
highlighting your qualifications and interest in this position by "uesday, March 19,2019.

Steven Lecocq, Planning Assitant
steven.lecocq@ubc.ca

Campus and Community Planning
2210 West Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T1Z4
For more information, see planning.ubc.ca

f
SOFIA SHAMSUNAHAR@SOFSDOODLES
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